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Period relations for twisted Legendre equations

by William L. Hoyt

1. Introduetion

Fix a square free polynomial T E([t] and let L = LT and q = qT be the

parabolic cohomology group and the quadratic form. which are associated as in §§ 3,6 below

with the twisted Legendre equation over «t)

(i) 2y = Tx(x-l)(x-t) .

In § 3 it is shown that L has rank 2d+e with 2d = deg(T) if deg(T) is even and

2d = deg(T)-l if de~(T) is odd and e = the number of a f 0,1 such that T(a) = 0 .

The main pllIpOse of this paper is to prove that there is a bijective isomorphism"

,: 712d+e~ L such that

(ii)

The prcof of (ü), whieh is completed in § 6, is based on general results of Endo [3] whieh

imply that all elements of L 8 ( ean be represented by periods p(G) of suitable vector

valued integrals of the second kind G = JdG ,that q can be defined by an integral

q(p(G» = Jt GPdG , and that this integral for q(p(G» has a 7I-bilinear expansion in

terms of suitable values of G . Proofs of the results of [3] for the special case considered

here are sketched in § 4 for the convenience of the reader; and explicit expansions for the

integral for q(p(G)) are derived in §§ 6,7. In addition it is shown in § 5 that d = the

geometrie genus of an associated elliptic surface Xr. -i IP1 ' that the holomorphic



Generalized Hirzebruch Conjecture
for Hilbert-Picard Modular Cusps

SHOETSU OGATA

Hirzebruch [H] conjectured that the signature defects of Hilbert modular
cusps should be given by the values at s = 1 of the corresponding Shirnizu
L-functions, which was proved by Atiyah, Donnelly and Singer [ADSl-2]
and by Müller [Mul]. The conjecture was reforrnulated in [SO] to the case
of general isolated cusp singularities, and the generalized conjecture was
partially solved by Müller [Mu2]. In this paper we show that the signature
defects of Hilbert-Picard modular cusps are still given by special values of
Shirnizu L-functions. One finds the precise statement in Section 4. This
case is not treated in [SO]. There is another case which is acceptable to
the definition of signature defects by Hirzebruch, that is, Picard modular
cusps. We calculated in [0] the signature defect of Picard modular cusps.

Let F be a tota11y real number field of degree n(> 1), ]( a totally
imaginary quadratic extension of Fand 0 K the ring of integers in ](.
Let SU(m, + 1,1) := {g E SL(m + 2, C); *gIm+1,lg = Im+1,l} (m >

1), where Im+1,1 = (Imo+I ~1). The group SU(m + 1,1) aets on

the complex unit ball B m +1 in C m +1 as linear fractional transformations.
SU( m+1, 1; (')K) := SU(m+1, 1)nSL(m+2, CJI() is the Hilbert-Picard mod
ular group. SU(m+1, 1; OI() acts on the product (Bm+1 )n of neopies of the
complex unit ball through n embeddings of K in C which are not complex
conjugate each other. The quotient space SU(m + 1,1; OK) \ (Bm+1 )n i8
the Hilbert-Picard modular variety, and is compaetified to anormal complex
space by addition of finite points called Hilbert-Picard modular cusps.

In order to look one cusp it is available to realize (Bm+1)n as a Siegel
domain of second kind: By a holomorphic mapping

the complex unit ball B m +1 is biholomorphic to
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D o := {(Z, Ul, ... ,um) E C m+l ; 21mz - L:~l IUi 1
2 > O}. Hence (Bm+l)n

is biholomorphic to D = (Do)n. And the group SU(m + 1,1) is trans-
formed into the group Go == {g E SL(m + 2, C); *gHm+l,lg = H m+1,1} by
conjugation, where

(

00
Hm+l,l = 0 Im

P 0

-p)o .
o

Let G := (Go)n and r c G the discrete subgroup corresponding to the
Hilbert-Picard modular group. The isotropy subgroup Goo of the point at
infinity of D is a parabolic subgroup P. The group P splits into P == UAM,
where

(

8 0
A = { 0 Im

o 0

(

Yß 0
M== { 0 B

o 0

and

B = (B l , . .. , B n ),

E G; yß == (Ylßl," . ,Ynßn),
Yl ... Yn == 1,

Bi E U(m)
Yi > 0 }

detB i == ß;2

(

1 ptä p1aI2/2+T)
U = {[a, r]:= 0 Im a ;

o 0 1

a == (al,"" an) E (~m)n}.
r == (Tl, ... , r n ) E R

According to the theory of toroidal embedding [AMRT] we see that a
desingularization of the Hilbert-Picard modular cusp (P n r \ D U { 00}, 00 )

is given by replacing the singularity 00 by a toric bundle divisor over an
abelian variety of dimension nm in the sense of Satake[8]. F\lrther we can
easily see that the boundary manifold X of a suitable compact neighborhood
of the cusp obtained by slicing along the cusp is paralellizable. Hence we
can define the signature defect a(X,j) by giving a framing j on X.

I would like to thank Professor I. Satake for suggesting this problem,
and also to the Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik for its hospitality and
financial support.
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§1 Hilbert-Picard Modular Cusps. Let F be a totally real number field
of degree n(> 1) with the ring of integers Op in F, K a totally imaginary
quadratic extension of F with integers 0 K and {'PI, 'PI, ... , 'Pn, 'Pn} the set
of embeddings of K into C. Let T E K with T = -T and PT < O.
Then we define an alternating form E : [(m X Km -t F by

where u, V E Km are regarded as column vectors. Let N be a complete
lattice in F, M a free Z-module of rank 2mn in Km satisfying the condition
that for 11 ,12 E M, E(11 ,12 ) E N, and let :r c O~ be a finite index free
subgroup preserving M and N, where the action of f' on M is component
\vise multiplication and that of r on N is multiplication through the relative
norm of K to F. Set V := NOrtUK/P(f). Then V C 0; is a finite index
free subgroup of the group of totally positive units in Op. We may consider
that V acts on M through f'. From trus 4-tuple (T, M, N, V) we construct
anormal isolated singularity.

By the embedding 'P = ("PI,"" 'Pn) : !( -+ c n
, we regard M as a Z

lattice in c mn and N in Rn. Then MR = M®zR ~ c mn and NR =
N®zR ~ Rn. We identify MR with c mn through this isomorphism, and
\ve also denote E®QR simply by E. We define a Hermitian form H :
M R x MR -+ Ne by

We set D:= {(z,u) E Ne x MR ;2Imz-H(u,u) E C}, where C:= (R>o)n
the first quadrant cone in N R . The domain D is biholomorphic to (Bm+1 )n.
Let N := N(NR , M R ) = {[a, r]; a E MR, r E N R } be a group with the
multiplication law [a, r][b, s] = [a + b, r + s - !E(a, b)]. The group N acts
onD as

P[a,r].(z,u) = (z + r + HH(u,a) + -2-H(u,u),u + a).

The group V. also acts on Ne x MR. Hence the semi-direct product
SeN, M, V) := N(N, M) ~ V acts on D. The point p = (Poc>, 0) at in
finity of D gives the Hilbert-Picard modular cusp singularity (S(N, M, V) \
DU {p},p) associated to (T,M,N, V).
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§2 Framed Manifold (X, f). We define a level set Ct(t E R) in C
(R>o)n by

and also define D t in D by

D t :== {(z,u) E Ne x Ma; 2Imz - H(u,u) E Ct}.

Then the action of SeN, M, V) preserves D t • Let X t :== SeN, M, V)\D t . Set

X == X o. By composition V ~ (R>o)n ~ Rn, we identify V as a Z-lattice
in Rn-l. Then X is just the solvmanifold SeN, M, V) \ S(NR , M R , Va)
and inherits a natural framing f on its tangent bundle induced by the left
invariant framing on the solvable Lie group S(Na, M R , VR).

§3 Representations of S(Na , M R , VR ). Let Q be the Lie algebra of
S(NR , M R , VR)' Denote by Yl , ... , Yn - 1 E Q the elements correspond
ing to a basis of Lie(YR ) ~ R n-l, and by Xl, ... ,Xn E 9 the elements
corresponding to a basis of Lie(N R ) ~ Rn. Let {eI' .. " em} be the stan
dard basis of c m

• Then we denote by Uij and Vij E 9 (i == 1, ... ,n; j ==
1, ... , m) the elements corresponding to ej and vCIei in i - th component
of Lie(MR ) ~ (cm)n respectively. Then we have relations:

[Yi,Xi ] == 2Xi , [Yi,Xn ] == -2Xn ,

[Yi, Ui k] == Ui k, [Yi, Vi k] == Vik,
[Yi, Unk] == -Unk, [Yi, Vnk ] == - Vnk,

[Ujk' ~·k] == -diXj ,

(i == 1, , n - 1,

j==l, ,m,

k==l, ,m)

where dj == -vCI'Pi(T) > Q. The set {JIi, Xj, Ujk , Vjk ; i == 1, ... ,n -l,j ==
1, ... ,n and k == 1, ... ,m} forms a basis of 9 over R, and hence induces
the frarning f.

Set Sz :== SeN, M, Y) and SR :== S(NR , M R , Va). We consider the right
quesi-regular representation of Sz on L 2 (Sz \ SR). Let f E crx;(Sz \ SR).
We may consider f as a ftlllction on SR invatiant under the left action oi
Sz. For a fixed v E VR the function f(·, v) : N -+ C is invariant under
the action oi N(N, M), hence it belongs to L2(N(N, M) \ N). The right
quasi-regular representation RN oi N on L 2(N(N, M) \ N) decomposes
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discretely into orthogonal direct SUfi RN = EBM(rr)7r (7r E N) of irreducible
representations, each occurring with finite multiplicity m(7r). Note that N
i~ the direct product of copies of a Heisenberg group of dimension 2m + 1.
We know unitary irreducible representation of Heisenberg groups (see, for
example, [Mo]):

Let g* be the dual vector space to 9 = Na x M R . On N R we have
an inner product < ',' > N defined by R-linear extention of the rational
bilinear form traceF/Q(xy) for x, y E F. Let E o := traceF/Q(EIMxM).
On M R then we have a non-degenerate Hermitian form Ho so that its
imaginary part coincides with E o ®z R. For r E M R C g* we define the
one dimensional representation 7r r by

7I"r([a,r]) = exp(27rRHo(r,a)).

For v E NR C Q* we define the representation 7rv on H(7I"v) == LZ(Wz) :==

LZ(L: tjkVjk E N) by

1
(7r v ([a,r])f)(vz) = exp(27rR < v,r - E(Wl'VZ) + "2 E (Wl'WZ) >N)

x f(vz - wz),

where W 1 :== {L: tjkUjk E N} ~ Rnm and a == Wl + Wz E W1 EB Wz = MR.
Let N* and M* be the dual Z-modules to N and M with respect to

< ',' > N and Ho, respectively.

LEMMA 3.1. The representation RN ofN on LZ(N(N, M)\N) decomposes
as

RN = E9 7rr EB E9 m(7rv )7rv ,

rEM* vEN*-O

where m(7rv ) = y'detEoINormF\Q(v)lm.

For the proof see Theorem 37 of [Mo].
Since SR is the semi-rnrect product of N and VR, we have the following

lemma.

LEMMA 3.2. We have the decomposition

L2 (Sz \ SR) == L2 (V \ VR) EB E9 L2 (VR )

rEV\(M* -0)

EB E9 m(7rv )L2 (VR ) ® H(7rv ).

vEV\(N* -0)
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§4 Signature defects. Assume n(m + 1) == 2k. Let (X, f) be the frarned
manifold defined in Section 2. Then there exists a compact oriented man
ifold W with aw == X. Since X is framed, we can den.ne the Pontrjagin
classes of W as relative classes Pi E H 4i(W,aW). Let L k (Pl" .. ,Pk) E
H 4k (W, aW) be the Hirzebruch L-polynornial. The signature defect is de
finedas

a(X, f) == L k(pl,' .. ,Pk)[W, aW] - sign(W, aW),

where [W, aW] E H4k (W, aW) is the fundamental class and sign(W, aW) is
the signature of the bilinear fonn on H 2k (W, aW) defined by cup product.
The signature defect is independent of the choice of abounding manifold
W (cf. [H]).

THEOREM.

a(X, f) == 2nm JdetEoL(N*, Vj -m),

where L(N* , V j s) is the Shimizu L-function denned by

L(N*,Vjs)== L
IIEV\(NIlI-O)

sign(NonnF/Q(v))

INormF/Q(v)["
(Res> 1).

COROLLARY. When n or m is odd, a(X, f) vanishes.

PROOF: When n is ocid, we have L(N*, Vj s) == 0 by definition. When
m is odd, it follows from the zeros and poles of r-function appearing in a
functional equation of L-function.

§5 Eta invariants. Let X be a (4k - l)-dimensional compact oriented
manifold without boundary. The tangential signature operator on X is a
first order elliptic differential operator acting on square integrable differen
tial forms of even degree defined on 2p-forms by (-1 )k+P+l (*d - d*), where
d is the exterior differential and * is the Hodge star operator (see[APSl]).

In this section we define the operator A on the manifold X == S(N, M, V)\
S(NR, M R , VR) by slightely modifying the tangential signature operator as
in [ADSl]. We define A on 2p-forms by

(-1 )k+P+l (*dV' _ dV' *),

where dV' is the covariant differential of the flat connection \7 defined by
the frarning f. The space of square integrable forms of even degree on X is
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identified with LZ(Sz \ SR) ®C (I\evg* ® C), where I\evg* := EB~~(/ 1\2p g*
is the set of even degree alternating fonus on 9 with values in R. Put
M := 1\evg Q9R C, which is identified with the space of constant forms of
even degree on X.

PROPOSITION 5.1.

1](A, 0) = 2nm JdetEoL(N*, V; -m).

For the proof of the proposition we devote the rest of this section and the
next section.

LEMMA 5.2. On L2(Sz \ SR) ®c M, tbe operator A is written as

n-l n m

A = L Yi ® Fi + L {L(Ujk ® E;~) + Vjk ® Ej~)) - yCIxj @ E j },
i=l j=l k=l

1vbere Fi , EjZ, E j E End(M), Fi and EJ~ are skew Hennitian and E j are

Hermitian. Moreover FJ = (Ej2)2 = -l,EJ = 1 and distinct pairs anti
commute.

PROOF: It follows from that A is self-adjoint and that AZ has the same
leading symbol as that of the Laplace-Beltrarni operator on forms.

Now consider the diffeomorphism 'l/Jt : D t ---4 D o defined by ?/Jt (Z, u) =
(e-Ztz,e-tu). By the diffeomorphism 'l/Jt we identify X t = Sz \ Dt with
S(e- 2tN,e- tM, V)\SR. Set Sz(t):= S(e-2tN,e- tM, V). On the compact
solvmanifold Sz(t) \ SR the framing f defines ametrie, gt, and the operator
A, we denote it by A(t). We define a diffeomorphism 'Pt : Sz(t) \ SR -t

Sz \ SR by 'Pt(Sz(z,u,v)) = Sz(e2t z,et u,v). Transfonu the operator A(t)
on Sz(t) \ SR to an operator B on Sz \ SR: For <P E L 2 (Sz \ SR) 0 M,

B(q,)(Szg) := A(t)(q, 0 'Pt)('P-;l(SZg)).

Then we have for f ® W E L 2 (Sz \ SR) ® M

n-l

B(f ®W) = L:vif ® Fiw
i=l

m n

+ L {et L(Ujkf ® Ej~)w + l7jkf 0 E;~)w) - e2t yCIXj f ® Ejw}.
i=1 k=1
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Since B is an SR - invariant operator, we can decompose B into the SUfi

of the operators on the representation spaces of SR on L2(SZ \ SR)' We

can decompose B == B o+L:rEV\(M* -0) B r +2:vEV\(N* -0) B v according to
the decomposition obtained in Lemma 3.2.

LEMMA 5.3. We have

n m

+ 27I'HL et +Yi L {Ho(r, Ujk) ® Ej~) + Ho(r, Vjk ) ® Ej~)}
j=l k=l

and

PROOF: It follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2.

LEMMA 5.4. We have

TJ(Bo, s) == 0 and TJ(Br , s) == 0 for a11 T E M*.

PROOF: PrOfi Lemma 5.2, Ej are Hermitian and unitary matrices. Since
EjBo*Ej == -Bo and EjBr*Ej == -Br, we have TJ(Bo,s) == -TJ(Bo,s) and
TJ(Br , s) == -TJ(Br , s).

LEMMA 5.5. For sufficiently large Res, we have

TJ(B,s) == JdetEo L jNormF/Q(V)jmry(By,s).
vEV\(N*-O)

PROOF: It follows from Lemmas 3.2 and 5.4.
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§6 Proof of Proposition 5.1. Let

B t+Yi ~(2 r-:1 X d E(l) a E(2»)
v,j=-e L-t 7ry-l<v, j> jtjk® jk +~® jk

k=l Jk

+ 27r < 1/, X j > e2t+2Yi ® Ei'

Then we have

(Bu ,j)2 = e2t+2Yj f:J -(8:. ? + (271" < v,Xj > dj tjk)2} @ id
k=l Jk

+ e4t+4Yi (27rH < v, X j »2 ® id
m

- e2t+2Yi 27r 'Td· < 1/ X· > 10\ '""" E~l)E~2)Y -.l J 'J \DI L-t )k Jk'

k=l

Put

m

{27rdj I < v, X j > IL (2Z ~j) + 1) j ZU) = (Z ~j) , .•. , Z~») E (Z~0 ) m } .

k=l

PROOF: Let hm(x) := (_1)meX2(ddx)me-X2 be the Herrnite polynomial for
nonnegative integer m, which satisfies the Herrnite differential equation:

Set fm(x) := e- x2 /2 hm (x). Then {fm(x)}~=o {orms a complete orthogo
nal basis of L 2 (R). Set gm(Y) :== fmC/27rdjl < v,Xj > ]y). Then gm(Y)
satisfies the differential equation

d
{(27rdj l < v,Xj > 1)2 y2 - (dx)2}gm(Y) = 27rdj l < v,Xj > j(2m + l)gm(Y)'
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Hence if we put
m

<I>l(t) := rr glle(tk)
k=1

for l = (li, ... ,lm) E (Z>o)m, then {<PI} forms a complete orthogonal basis
of L 2 (W2 ) and satisfies -

m a m

L{-(-a )2+(27r < v,X j > d j t k)2}<P1 = 27rdj l < v,Xj > lL(2lk +1)<PI.
tk

k=1 k=1

Next we simultaneously diagonalize the operators AE;~)E;i). Since

( E\I) E\2))2 = -1 and since distinct pair among { I""fE\I) E~2). 1 < J' <
Jk Jk V -.1 Jk Jk' - -

n, 1 < k < m} commute, we can decompose M into the direct surn of

V~ := {v E Mj AE;~)E;~)v = CjkV for all j and k}, where C = (Cjk) E

{+1, _l}nm. Put co E {+1, _l}nm with all (i, k)-components equal to +1.
Then for any C E {+1, -I}nm the rnapping

rr HE;i) E;~) :V~O -7 V~
(jlk):~j1e=-1

is bijective. Hence dirnV~ = dimM /2nm = 2n(m+2)-2.

LEMMA 6.2. (B lI ,j)2 restricted to L2(Rm ) ® V~ bas eigenvalues
m

e2t+2Yj 27rdj I < v, X j > IL(2l~') + 1) + e4t+4Yj (27r < V, X j »2
k=l

m

- e2t+2Yj (27fd' < v X, »" t>k
J 'J L-tJ'

k=1

Consider the operator (2:7=1 B lI d)2 = "L/l=1(B lI ,j)2 on L 2 (W2 ) ~ M =
(~nL2(Rm)) ® M. Let e be any eigenspace of 'L/;=I(B ll ,j)2. Then there
exists an integer a such that

m

Tr(BlI,j le) = a{ e2t+2Yj 27rdj I < v, X j > IL(2lkj
) + 1)

k=1
m

+ e4t+4Yj (27f < v,Xj »2 - e2t+2Yj (27fdj < v,Xj » L Cjk}I/2.

k=1

On the other hand we have the following.
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LEMMA 6.3 .. FOT any eigenspace E of the operator 'Ej=l (B v ,j)2 we have

PROOF: Any eigenspace & has the form L:i V~(i)' No EjZ preserves V~. But

only E j preserves it. Hence Tr(Bv,jle) = e2t+2Yj(27r < v,Xj »Tr(Ejle ).
Since Ejl e ) = ±1, we have the lemma.

We assume Tr(Bvdle) i= 0, then we have

l~j) = 0 and €jk = 1 for all k if< v,Xj »0,

or
l~j) = 0 and €jk = -1 for all k if < v,j >< O.

For v E N* - {O} we define €(v) = (€jk(V)) E {+1, _l}nm such that
€jk(V) = 1 if < V,Xj » 0 and that Cjk(V) = -1 if < v,Xj >< O. We
denote by Bv,o the operator B v restricted to L 2 (VR) Q9 V~(v)'

LEMMA 6.4.
1](Bv , s) = 1](Bv ,o, s).

PROOF: From Lemma 6.2 we have aseries of finite dimensional vector
bundles on VR' Except for the bundle associated to ~(v), any bundle
associated to E C L 2 (W2 ) splits into the direct SUfi of the bundles with the
same rank with respect to eigenvalues of Bv,j with Tr(Bv,jle) = O. Since
Fi and Bv,jl (jl i= j) anticornmute with Bv,j, we have Tr(BvJj ) = 0, hence
1](Bv,j le, s) = O.

B v 0 has the form,

n-1 8 n

L ~ @ Pi + L 271" < 1/, Xj > e
2t+2y

; @ Ej,
. Yt . 1
t=l J=

where F i and E j are regarded to be restricted to V~(v)' Fortunately this
operator Bv,o has the same form as that of the operator All. in [ADSl]. In
fact we have
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where B h== h ~?:11 8/8(2Yi) @ Fi + ~j=l e2Yj E j and h == INorm(v)I-1jn.
If we restriet t E R to t > 0, we can apply the method in Sections 5 to 12
in [ADSl] to get Proposition 5.1 for the operator A(t) (t > 0). The only
difterence is the normalization constant because of dirnV~(v} == 2 n (m+2}-2.

Note that A(O) == A and that 1](A(t), 0) is independent of t > O.

§7 Proof of Theorem. In this section we connect with the eta invariant
of A and the signature defect.

Let W be an oriented compact Riemannian manifold of dimension 4k ==
2n(m + 1) with 8W == Sz \ SR' Asssume that the metric on W is the
product metric in a neighborhood of 8W. From Theorem 13.1 in [ADSl]
we may write

7](A,O) = !w'Do-lo,

where 10 is an integer and Da is invariant under scaling of the metric on W.
Let H :== 1 ® M c L 2 (Sz \ SR) @ M be the space of constant farms and

H J... the orthogonal complement.

LEMMA 7.1. Given positive constant c, we may assume

I<:erB(t) == Hand B(t) - c > 0 on HJ..

for sufflciently large t.

PROOF: It follows frorn Lemma 5.3.

Now let G(t) be the tangential signature operator on the cornpact solv
manifold Sz(t) \ SR. Then for f 0 w E L 2 (Sz(t) \ SR) 0 M,

G(t)(f Q9 w) == A(t)(f Q9 w) + f ® Gow,

where Go is the restrietion of G(t) to H. Note that Co E End(M). Let us
deforrn linearly from A(t) to C(t). Set

AA :== (1 - A)A(t) + AC(t) == A(t) + AGa for 0 < A < 1.

LEMMA 7.2. For sufRciently large t we have

() {
H for.A == 0,

I(erA,.\ t == I<:erCo for .A > O.
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PROOF: We can choose a positive constant c in Lemma 7.1 so that c >
IICo I1

2
.

Fix t sufficiently.large so that Lemma 7.2 holds and denote A..\(t) by
simply A..\. Then

LEMMA 7.3. The eta invariant ry(A..\IH.L, 0) is continuous in A.

PROOF: FrOfi Lemma 7.2 we see that zero is not eigenvalues of A..\IH.L.
Since the discontinuities are produced by the zero-eigenvalues (see [APS2]),
the result follows.

In the following we simply denote by the same symbol A..\(t) the operator
on Sz \ SR transformed by the diffeomorphism 'Pt : Sz(t) \ SR -t Sz \ SR
defined in Section 5. We may regard this as changing the metric go on
Sz \ SR by (cp;-l )*gt.

From Theorem 4.2 in [APSl] we have

where 1..\ is integer and V..\ is continuous in A.

LEMMA 7.4. For a11 0 < A < 1 we have

PROOF: From the argument in pp. 67-68 of [APSl] it is sufficient to
consider *d on the space of constant (2k - 1)-forms n~k-l :== 10/\2k-l Q* 0
C.

We denote by Yi,Xj,Ujk and Vjk E Q* the dual elements to Yi,Xj,Ujk

and Vjk, respectively. Then the volume form

n-l

1\ (Xi /\ Yi) /\ X n /\ 1\ (Ujk /\ Vjk)

i=l lsjsn,l~ksm

13



defines the Hodge star operator *. And the exterior differential d acts as

m

dYi == 0, dXi == -2Yi /\ Xi + d i L Uik /\ Vik,

k=1

n-l m

dX n == 2 L Yi /\ X n + dn L Unk /\ Vnk,

i=1 k=I

n-l

dUik == -Yi /\ Uik, dUnk == L Yj /\ Unk,

j=1

n-l

dVik == -Yi /\ Vik, dVnk == L Yj /\ Vnk,

j=1

where i == 1, ... , n - 1 and k == 1, ... ,m.
For 8 E n2k - 1 we may write

Set F:== {8 E n2k - 1 ; J1 == J2 and ](1 == ](2}'

CLAIM 1. sign(*dlrra-1) == sign(*dI F ).

PROOF OF CLAIM 1: Let 81 == XIt t\ YI'lÄ UJ1 Kl /\ VJ'lK2 E n2k
-

2
. Choose

j E {I, ... , n} and k E {I, ... , m} so that j r/:. J1 U J2 or k r/:. ]{1 U K 2. Set
()- == (J1 /\ Ujk and ()+ == (jI /\ Vjk' Then we have *d8+ == - * d()-.

We denote simply by Wjk == Ujk /\ Vjk' Then we may write 8 == Xl1 /\ Yl2 /\

WJK E F. Next we den.ne the weight w(8) == (11" .. ,In) of () E F by

8(1
1

i) == {I if i E.11 ,
, 0 otherW18e.

Set Fo := {() E FiW(B) == w(*d8)}.

CLAIM 2. sign(*dl F) == sign(*dl Fa)'

The claim follows fram the fact that (*d)2 preserves weight8.
If we set w(8) == (Zl"" ,Zn) far 8 E Fo, then w(*d8) == (m+1-h, ... , m+

1 - Zn). When m 18 even, hence Po == O. We assmne m is add in the

14



followings. We can easily see that d restricted to Po coincides with the
operator L:7=1 L:~=1 ext(wjk)int(Xj ). Hence (*d)2 does not affect on the
factor YI2 • But *d transforms YI2 to YI~ up to sign, where 1~ = {I, ... , n 
I} - 12 , Thus we conclude that sign(*dl Fo ) = O.

Remark. When m is even, we can also prove Lemma 7.4 by employing
the same argument of the proof of Lemma 14.8 of [ADSl].

LEMMA 7.5. 10 = sign(W,8W).

PROOF: FrOfi Theorem 4.14 of [APSl] we have h = sign(W,8W). From
Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4 we see that 1](AA'O) is continuous in A. Since an
integer-valued function 1). = fw VA -1](A)., 0) is continuous, 1). is constant.

Next we must identify the integral fw V o. Let h be a nonnegative Coo_
function on I = [0, 1] satisfying

o< h < 1, h([O, 1/4]) = 1 and h([3/4, 1]) = O.

As in Section 13 in [ADSl] we extend the flat connection \7 on Sz \ SR to
ametrie connection <p on W so that its torsion tensor is hT(\1) on aw x I
and vanishes on the rest. We denote by Pj(<p) the j-th Pontrjagin form
defined from the curvature form of <p by means of the Chern-Weil theory.
Then

L k (p}, ... , Pk ) [W, oW] = fw L k (PI (</> ), ... ,Pk ( </> )) ,

where Pi E H 4i(W, 8W; Z) are the relative Pontrjagin classes associated to
the framing f. We put fl(<p) := L k (Pl(<P), ... ,Pk(<P)) for simplicity. The
signature defect is

u(Sz(t) \ SR) = fw n(</» - sign(W; oW)

= fw n(</» - fw Vo +1](A(t),O).

We may choose the connection <p so that it defines the integrand 1'0 as in
Theorem 13.2 of [ADSl]. Since the integrands rl(t/J) and Vo restricted to
W - aw x I coincide, the integrals turn out

f (n(</» - V o) = f (n(</» - V o).
lw JawxI

15



Up to now we have seen that

(7.6)
( (!l(.p) - 'Do) = u(Sz(t) \ SR, f) - 1](A(t), 0)

Jawx]
= a(X, f) - 1](A, 0).

The first equality holds for sufficiently large t and the second one follows
from the result of Section 6 and the invariance of the signature defects under
diffeomorphism.

We will consider the behavior of the integral in (7.6) under changing t of
the metric (<p;1)* gt on Sz \ SR. The integrand is a O(4k )-invariant 4k-form
and has weight zero under scaling the metric 9 --+ fl2 g. Moreover we have

LEMMA 7.7. On aw x I we bave

wbere ai(h) is apolynomial in h and in tbe derivatives of h witb values
in l-fonns on I, and Pi(T('\7)) is an O(4k - l)-invariant 4k-form vaJued
polynomial in tbe components ofT(\?) and in its covariant derivatives with
respect to the Bat connection \7. Moreover each Pi has nonnegative weigbt.

For the proof see Proposition 13.5 of [ADSl].
Every invariant polynornial is a finite linear combination of elementary

monomials m(T(\7)) in the torsion tensor T(\7) with values in q-forms de
fined in [ABP].

LEMMA 7.8. Hwe change the metne go on Sz \ SR by (<p~l)*gt, then ele
mentary monomials m(T(\7)) with (4k - l)-fonns change as multiplicatiol1
by e2n(m+l)t.

PROOF: Recall [ABP] that an elementary monomial m(T) with values in
q-forms is given by

*
m(T) == LTol ... Tar,

q

where Ta == TOla20'310'4"'0'1' the indices a4, . .. ,a, refer to covariant deriva
tives. Alternation runs over q indices and the remaining indices are COll

tracted. Since T == T(\7) is parallel, the indices a i have the length three.
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If all indices a in Ta are contracted, it is not affected by the change of the
metric. Hence q == 4k - 1 indices of alternation change m(T) totally by
e2n(m+l)t.

From the equation (7.6) and Lemmas 7.7 and 7.8 we see that

a(X, f) == 7](A, 0).

Combining this equality with Proposion 5.1 we complete the proof of The
orem.
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